Physical conditions affecting food consumption patterns.
From the point of view of food counseling, we studied the coefficients of cross correlation in the relationship of physical conditions and eating behavior. For the 11 years from 1974 to 1984, we monitored 101 healthy middle-aged persons in terms of the food intake and several indicators of health. Of the various indicators, the systolic blood pressure (SBP), the diastolic blood pressure (DBP), total cholesterol in the serum (TOTAL-C), beta-lipoprotein (beta-LIPO), and relative weight, all risk factors in atherosclerosis, were used as physical conditions. For the diet indicator, we used eight factors in the food consumption pattern. We calculated the correlation for individuals between these indicators. The clinical data, with the exception of systolic blood pressure, affected the food consumption pattern, and a mutual feedback between the physical conditions and the diet seemed to be possible. The correspondence for the food intake of individuals to physical conditions did not contradict current knowledge about nutrition.